INFORMAL CONCERT PROGRAM INFORMATION
THURSDAY 3/30

BYU-Idaho
Static
Choreographer: Samantha Norr (Undergraduate student)
Music: Messy Hearts - Moon ate the Dark

Rockford University
You Don’t Need a Box to Know What I’m Talking About
Choreographer: Mitchell R. Stolberg (Faculty)
Dona Nobis Pacem - Yo Yo Ma, Dona Nobis Pacem 3 - Max Richter, Dona Nobis Pacem (Remix) - Jasiana,
Dona Nobis Pacem: We Look for Peace by Ralph Vaughan Williams
Dancers: Kyle McCaffrey, Austin Rubinoski, Owen Thomas, Chelsea Gallivan

University of Nebraska - Kearney
Emerging
Choreographer: Makenzie Hinrichs (Undergraduate student)
Music: No 005 – relaxdaily, The Poignant – Kammarheit, Out of the Darkness - Michelle McLaughlin
Additional Music Credits: sound effects by Matthew Powell; edited by Makenzie Hinrichs
Dancer: Brianna Melroy

Southern Illinois University Edwardsville
Function Junction
Choreographer: Nick Blaylock (Guest Artist)
Music: Delicate Steve, Matmoas, Rubblebucket
Dancers: Hayley Barker, Brianna Biffignani, Chloe Chatman, Justin Fong, Amber Hoene, Jermaine Shelton, Eketi Songu

University of Nebraska-Lincoln
The Twins
Choreographer: Jenna Riegel (Guest artist)
Music: Btoum-Rounada, Bit4, Prep Gwarlek 3b, Kladfvgbung Micshk, Lornaderek – Aphex Twins
Dancers: Guadalupe Chairez, Joslyn Evans, Bree Gibbs, Kelli Griffin, Melanie Kieffer, Lauren Kraemer, Erin McMaster, Jordan Patt, Kennedy Rolfs, Shaylee Schroeder, Cassidy Sostad, Alexis Spurgin, Madeline Theilen

University of Kansas
Missouri Valley College
The Inner Truth
Choreographer: Rosemarie Bennett
Music: Heart Needs - Kerry Muzzey, Who You Are - Jon Jorgeson
Dancers: Rosemarie Bennett, Emily Conner, Kasey Milton, Tea Guttorm Mortensen, Nicole Spencer

Washington University at St Louis
Disparity
Choreographer: Ashley Yang (Undergraduate student)
Music: Dalur - Olafur Arnalds, ft. Brasstríó Mosfellsls Worry - Jack Garratt
Dancer: Ashley Yang

University of Central Oklahoma
Takara’s Baby
Choreographer: Rebekah Wallace (Undergraduate student)
Music: Killer in the Pool by Wallace and Narden
Dancers: Shelby Bailey, Stormi Lane

Lindenwood University
Femme Fatale
Choreographer: Tiala Taylor (Undergraduate student)
Music: Sirens of Pandora - Stephan Baer, Gangsta - Kehlani (Edited by Jazz Lane), Put A Spell On You - Alice Smith
Dancers: Courtney Krachtus, Haley Lindquist, Taylor Plodzien, Miranda Widmann, Christa Williams